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The Master Class aims at exploring the combination of current developments in voxel-based design, focusing on topology optimization of material distributions, with research into novel concepts of materials as “digital” entities, composed of discrete elements
that can be reversibly assembled in an aggregative process. The participants will be introduced to a custom design and structural optimization design process: relying on voxel-based approaches, topology optimization algorithms will be used to determine density distribution of material under user-defined load and support condition. The resulting
density field will be used as driver for the aggregative growth of modular components,
approximating the optimized material allocation by combining repetitive modules.
In a masterclass format, the program will focus on the digital workflow of generating
topologically optimized material distributions and approximating them with discrete assemblies of modular units. Given a finite set of ready-made physical components with
snap-fit connections, participants will explore how the same components could be reused to assemble different structures, generated in response to different structural loads
and supports conditions. Such explorations will inform the aggregation processes used,
as well as potentially lead to the production of new components designs, to be manufactured and tested during the masterclass. The final output will consist of a series of physical
aggregation of modules, representing a response to specific structural constrains.
Through the masterclass, the participants will be introduced to computational methods to generate discrete structures from the aggregation of basic modular units (custom
DDU-developed Grasshopper library), as well as to tools to generate optimized material
distributions under custom stress conditions (through Millipede), and to strategies to integrate these two separate processes into one coherent design-to-production pipeline.
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